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The Life Changing Procedure 

Cataract Procedure 

Guide 

Dear  
 
Congratulations, your doctor has referred you to our 
office for a cataract assessment.  You will be seeing 
Dr. Youssef: 
 
On Date:___________________________________                  
 
Please arrive at ___________ 
 
  THIS APPOINTMENT IS AN ASSESSMENT ONLY 
  IF NECESSARY, SURGERY WILL BE SCHEDULED 

PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE INFORMATION 
WWW.PremiumVisionSC.Com 

PLEASE BRING THIS GUIDE WITH YOU TO ALL VISITS 
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What are Cataracts? 

A cataract is a clouding of the lens in the eye.  The normally clear lens focuses 
light that enters the eye. As it becomes cloudy, less light enters the eye and 
vision becomes cloudy.  Cataracts occur with age and often in both eyes.   

What causes cataract? 

• Aging 

• Diabetes or other eye diseases 

• Past eye infections, injuries, or surgery 

• Medications (such as steroids) 

• Cataracts can also run in families 

 

When Is Surgery Needed? 

Since cataracts develop slowly, you may not need surgery right away.  Your 
doctor may ask you to get new glasses.  You may need to use more light for 
detailed tasks like reading.  If cataracts limit your activities - such as driving, 
reading, or watching TV - your doctor may suggest surgery.  Surgery is the only 
way to remove a cataract and restore clear vision.  During surgery, the cloudy 
lens is removed and replaced with a clear intraocular lens (IOL).   

How is a cataract treated? 

A cataract may not need to be treated if your vision is only slightly blurry. Sim-
ply changing your eyeglasses prescription may help improve your vision for a 
while.  There are no medications, eye drops, exercises or glasses that will cause 
cataracts to disappear or prevent them from forming. Surgery is the only way to 
remove a cataract. When you are no longer able to see well enough to do the 
things you like to do, cataract surgery should be considered. Cataract surgery 
involves removing the cataract and replacing it with an artificial lens.  

The risks of cataract surgery 

Though they rarely occur, possible complications of cataract  surgery are:     
Infection, Bleeding,  Swelling of the retina (CME),  Swelling of the cornea,  De-
tachment of the retina and Dislocation of the lens 
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CATARACT ASSESSMENT 

APPOINTMENT 
Please bring your health card, glasses, sunglasses, any eye drops you use, 
and a list of current medications.  You will not be able to drive this day 
because of the dilating drops, so please arrange for a driver.  Please 
note, that our office is a scent-free office. Out of consideration for staff 
and other patients, please refrain from wearing any perfumes, colognes 
or smoking.  If strong scents or odours are detected, you may have to 
be rescheduled. 

The appointment will probably take about 2 hours in total, as we will do 
all the needed investigations the same day to save you a second trip to 
the office. Upon arrival, you will need to present your health card and a 
list of current medications. You will be given a short video about 
cataracts to watch.  Your initial testing will be performed by the 
technician who will also ask questions about vision, and eyes in general.  
The techs will test your vision, your eye pressure and do some 
measurements of the eye, and will also dilate your pupils.  It is a good 
idea to bring someone along with you, as there will be a lot of 
information discussed. 

Once you are dilated (20 – 30 minutes), you will then see Dr. Youssef, 
who will perform a thorough examination of your eyes, looking at your 
cataract but also at the overall health of your eyes.  He will make his 
treatment recommendations to you, and together, you can decide what 
is best for you, and your lifestyle. Dr. Youssef will also discuss some 
choices that you have regarding the eye measurement before your 
cataract surgery, and which lens he will insert during the surgery.   
These choices will be sent home with you to educate yourself further. 
Please let us know if you are interested in discussing choices that are 
NOT covered by OHIP, but will help give you better vision after 
surgery. If both eyes require cataract surgery, they are usually scheduled 
one week apart. Dr. Youssef will also give you a choice between manual 
surgery and Laser assisted cataract surgery, which is the most advanced 
way to remove the cataract. Also Dr. Youssef will give you the choice of 
the surgery location , between the hospital or the private centre 
(PVSC). All these choices are excellent.  
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 EYE MEASUREMENT  

On the day of the assessment, 
you will undergo an eye meas-
urement, to calculate the 
strength of your lens implant.  
The most accurate IOL Master 
is the preferred method to get 
the best results.  If you wear 
contact lenses, please remove 
them at least one (1) week prior to your measurement.  The longer you 
have them out, the better your measurement.  

You will be given artificial tears to use, four (4) times a day in both eyes, 
starting one week before your measurement or right away.  You will have 
to buy a bottle from the pharmacy, but you will use it for at least two 
months after your surgery, so it will not be wasted.   

Please make sure you have read over this booklet before this appoint-
ment.  Any questions you have will be answered this day.  Please bring 
along a friend or family member, if you feel it might be necessary.  A 
prescription for the surgery drops will be given at this appointment.  You 
will also be given a calendar to follow (for the eye drops).  

These are the vision distances 

Distance 
(Driving,  
Movies)  

Intermediate 
(75cm)  

Close-up 
(40cm)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

These will be referred to in the rest of this booklet with IOL choices 
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Cataract Surgery Lifestyle Questionnaire  

Please answer this short questionnaire to help us understand 
your needs. Are you interested in getting rid of the glasses? 
This might cost extra,  

 YES.  I want to be free from glasses both for near and distance.  
 YES.  I want to be free from glasses distance and wear reading 

glasses. 
 YES.  I want to be free from glasses for near and wear glasses 

for distance.  
 No (I don't mind wearing glasses) 

ABOUT NEAR VISION: What is the most common distance at 
which you perform most of your near activity and interested in 
seeing well without glasses? (Please refer to the chart) 

 Close-up (40cm)  
 Intermediate distant, arm length (75cm)  
 Both  

For correction of your near vision, some of the choices can 
cause some halos and/or glare at night. Are you ready to ac-
cept these side effects to achieve this freedom from glasses?  

 Yes, I accept this possibility 
 No, I don’t accept this possibility 

If night driving glasses can correct the possible halos and/or 
glare at night. Are you ready to wear night driving glasses  to 
achieve this freedom from reading glasses?  

 Yes, I accept this possibility (night driving glasses) 
 No, I don’t accept this possibility (night driving glasses) 

What kind of hobbies do you do? 
 
 
What kind of work do you do?  
 
 
Place an “X” on the following scale to describe your person-

ality as best you can: 
Very Easygoing - - - - -  - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - Perfectionist 
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Options 
We are in the 21st century. You have a lot of excellent options to pick 
from. The following is a summary of these option. (Please put a check 
mark at the option you prefer).  
1. Surgery Centre Options 

We have 2 excellent locations we can do the surgery at.  
 CORNWALL COMMUNITY HOSPITAL (CCH) McCon-

nell Street.  
Recently renovated in 2012, the newly improved operating room at the 
CCH is government controlled and offers OHIP covered procedures.  

 Operating times are controlled by the hospital waiting list.  
 Only one eye can be done at a time.  
 No option to have Laser Cataract Surgery. 
 No laser enhancement guarantees  

 PREMIUM VISION SURGICAL CENTRES (PVSC)  
Recently finished construction to be a state of the art operating room with 
top of the line equipment, PVSC is a private centre that offers none-
OHIP covered procedures.  

 Operating times are controlled by the centre waiting list, which 
is much shorter than the CCH.  

 Both eyes can be done at the same time, if you choose to do so.  
 You have the option of Laser Cataract Surgery using the most 

advanced femto-laser machine in the world.   
 At the PVSC, we guarantee the results to be spectacle free for 

distance in 99% of the patients. If needed Laser vision correc-
tion can be done after cataract extraction to achieve spectacle-
independence. At the PVSC, being a private centre,  has quicker 
total procedure time and have a private centre feel.  
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2. Surgical Technique Options 

Traditional cataract surgery is very effective and successful. People who 
do not want to invest out-of-pocket money in laser cataract surgery can 
still feel confident about the traditional approach. Dr. Youssef has a 
VERY low complication rate even with TCS. But for those who want the 
best possible vision, the laser approach is appealing. A more accurate 
incision, capsulotomy and astigmatic correction will help to achieve their 
goal of less dependence on glasses after cataract surgery. So to sum up 
here are the options 

 Traditional Cataract Surgery (TCS). 
Traditional cataract surgery is very effective and successful. Dr. Youssef 
has excellent results with extremely low complications rates. This can be 
done either at the CCH or PVSC.  

 Laser-Assisted Cataract Surgery (LACS).  
At PVSC,  we have the Catalys Precision Laser System (AMO) which is 
the best laser in the world for  LACS.  The femtosecond laser technology 
that brought new levels of safety, accuracy and predictability to advanc-
ing cataract surgery. The Cataract Incision, The Capsulotomy, Removal 
of the Cataract and Astigmatism Correction at the Time of Cataract Sur-
gery can all be done very accurately using a the laser.   
Refractive laser-assisted cataract surgery costs more than conventional 
options. Extra costs associated with laser cataract surgery are not covered 
by OHIP or private health insurance.  
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3. Near Vision Options 

When the cataract is removed, we implant an IOL. We use the very accu-
rate IOL-Master to calculate the IOL power to give you good distance 
vision without glasses. Traditional IOLs are monofocal, meaning they 
offer vision at one distance only (far, intermediate or near). They defi-
nitely are an improvement over the cataractous lens that is replaced dur-
ing surgery, which provides only cloudy, blurred vision at any distance. 
But traditional IOLs mean that you must wear eyeglasses or contact 
lenses in order to read, use a computer or view objects at arm's length. 
We have different options to correct near vision; 

 Reading glasses.  
The most traditional way to correct the 
close-up vision. Commonly these are the 
Over the counter glasses or prescription 
glasses especially if you have astigmatism.  

 Multifocal IOLs  
The new multifocal IOLs offer the possibility of seeing 
well at more than one distance, without glasses or contacts. 
The Presbyopia-correcting IOLs are considered "premium" 
lenses, which means that you must pay any associated extra 
costs yourself. Medicare and most health care plans will 
not cover these extra costs, because the additional benefits 
of these IOLs are considered a luxury and not a medical 
necessity. Another downside of these lenses are the possi-
bility of seeing halos and glare at 
night which usually get better 
with time.  

 Blended Vision 
This involves implanting an IOL 
in one eye that provides near 
vision and an IOL in the other 
eye that provides distance vision 
and the brain would blend the vision. Sounds crazy but it works. Usually 
people can adjust to this. Some people might still need glasses for night 
driving or prolonged periods of reading. Another problem is that depth 
perception may decrease because there is less binocular vision — mean-
ing, your eyes aren't working together as they once did. People who do 
best with this method already are accustomed to monovision with contact 
lenses, which is a common way of correcting presbyopia. 
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4. Intra-Ocular Lens (IOL) Options 

 Traditional IOLs (Spherical) Covered by OHIP 
Traditional IOLs are spherical, meaning the front surface is uniformly 
curved. We use the new one-piece Sensar IOL, the best in its class.  The 
new single-piece IOL features a 360° square-edge optic designed to mini-
mize the development of posterior capsular opacification. The lens is also 
designed to ease implantation.  A multicenter study more than 80% of 
patients achieved best corrected visual acuity of 20/20 and 99% achieved 
20/40 or better.  

 Premium IOLs  (Aspheric) Not Covered By OHIP 
Aspheric IOLs are slightly flatter in the periphery and are designed to 
provide better contrast sensitivity.  The Tecnis is the best of this class and 
can improve ability to see in varying light conditions such as rain, snow, 
fog, twilight and nighttime darkness. According to manufacturer AMO, 
the Tecnis IOL was designed using wavefront analysis of human corneas. 
Wavefront is the same tool that is used to plan personalized custom 
LASIK procedures to reduce higher-order aberrations in the visual sys-
tem. All of the upgraded IOLs fall under this category  

 TECNIS® PCB00  (Monofocal Aspheric) 

 TECNIS® Toric  ZCT(To correct Astigmatism) 

 TECNIS® Multifocal ZMB00 (For near correction) 

 TECNIS® Multifocal Toric ZMT(Both) 

 TECNIS® Symfony Extended Range IOL  

5.  Astigmatism Management Options 

Most people have some astigmatism, the ocular surface of the 
cornea is oval rather than round, so vision becomes distorted and 
not focused at one spot to provide clear vision.  Astigmatism HAS 
to be corrected, in order to see properly.  Even mild astigmatism 
may become more noticeable after cataract surgery.  There are 
four ways to correct astigmatism with cataract surgery: 

 With corrective eyeglasses (to be worn ALL the time) 
 By implanting an astigmatism correcting lens implant, called a 

toric implant 
 Using Femto-Laser (LACS) to remove the cataract and correct 

the astigmatism at the same time as procedure called Astig-
matic Keratotomy (AK).  

 Laser Vision Correction (LASIK or PRK) after surgery 
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Preparing for your cataract surgery 

 If you are claustrophobic, please tell your surgeon before the day of 
your surgery. 

 You do not need to stop blood thinners (e.g. Aspirin, Plavix, War-
farin), check with your surgeon to be advised if there is a need to 
stop them before surgery. Do NOT stop these medications without 
your surgeon’s advice.  

 If you have ever taken the drug Flomax (Tamsulosin), please inform 
your surgeon . 

 Have a roll of one (1) inch medical silk or paper tape at home for 
reattaching the eye shield that  you will wear after your cataract sur-
gery for a week.  

 You will need to arrange for a responsible adult to take you  home 
from surgery and stay with you until the next day. 

 Continue with artificial tears, four times daily, in both eyes.  
 You will be starting your surgery drops on the day of surgery, once 

you return home. You do not need to start before the surgery.   
 Wait 5min between drops (so you don’t wash one away with an-

other).   
 Your prescription will have enough refills for the second surgery.  
 If applicable, continue glaucoma drops, as directed, even on the day 

of the surgery 
NIGHT BEFORE SURGERY  
If your having your surgery at CCH                                 

 Please contact the hospital, between 4:30pm & 6:00pm the evening 
before your surgery.  (613-938-4240, extension 4510)  They will 
give you the arrival time for your surgery. 

 Do not eat, drink, or smoke after midnight, the night before your 
surgery.  If you eat or drink, your surgery may have to be resched-
uled!  You may have sips of water with your pills. 

 If you take insulin at night, only take half the regular dose of insulin 
the night before surgery 

If your having your surgery at PVSC  
 We will call you the night before the surgery to see if you have any 

questions and give you your time of the surgery.   
 You don’t need to be fasting.  
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THE DAY OF THE SURGERY (The big day) 

At home 

 Remember! No coffee or breakfast CCH! Its okay at PVSC. 
 Take all medications, as usual, with sips of water only, EXCEPT: 

 Do not take your insulin the morning of surgery 
 Do not take your diabetic pills the morning of your surgery 

 Use your artificial tears in the morning 
 Use your glaucoma drops on time as usual if you are on any. 
 Take a bath or shower before going to the hospital or PVSC.  
 Remove ALL make-up, nail polish, and jewelry 
 Wear a button down shirt (short-sleeved preferably) 
 No undershirt or camisole (a bra is okay) 

 
At CCH/hospital                  

 Pay for your lens, at the Cashier (open 8 - 4pm) 
 Turn right inside Main Entrance to single elevator on left,  up to 

Level 2. 
 Bring ALL medications (not a list).  
 Keep your eyes closed to avoid dryness. The eyes are frozen 

and you won't feel the dryness.   
 You may be offered Sublingual Ativan to keep you relaxed 

during the procedure.  

 

At PVSC  

 You should have already paid for your surgery.  
 Our friendly staff will be waiting for you at the front desk to take 

you to the preoperative area of the PVSC 
 Bring ALL medications (not a list).  
 Keep your eyes closed to avoid dryness. The eyes are frozen 

and you won't feel the dryness.   
 You may be offered Sublingual Ativan to keep you relaxed 

during the procedure.  
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During the surgery: 

 The procedure is done with the use of Topical eye drops to freeze the 
eyes, the patient is awake throughout the operation. THERE IS  NO 
NEEDLES, relax :).  

 The lens is inserted through a very small incision, thus avoiding the 
need for stitches.  

 The best thing to do is to look at the microscope bright light, which 
will put your eye in the perfect position for the surgery. 

 If you are anxious, please ask for some sedative to get you to relax.  
 Following the removal of the cloudy lens, an IOL is inserted.  
 At PVS, we offer the Bilateral Simultaneous Cataract surgeries 

(BSCE) the convenient and safe way to save you another trip to the 
surgery Centre and speed your recovery. We make sure that we take 
every precaution to avoid bilateral complications, which are very 
rare. We start the surgery on one eye and after that, everything is 
changed to a new setting and then the surgery on the other eye is 
started. We do not patch the eyes, you can see after BSCE.  

 At PVSC, Femto-Laser, will do major steps of the surgery which 
makes the surgery more accurate.   

Immediately After the surgery: 

 You might be surprised at how good you feel and how easily you 
will be able to resume normal activities even the day after cataract 
surgery. However, you should observe a few precautions during the 
first week or so, to make sure you avoid developing an infection or 
sustaining an injury to your eye while it heals. 

 DO NOT RUB YOUR EYES. Rubbing your eyes after Cataract sur-
gery may result in SERIOUS Post operative complications. Do not 
rub your eye for at least a month.  

 You will be given a juice and a snack.  
 Keep the eyes closed for the first two hours after surgery (with the 

exception of getting around). At the end of the two hours; 
 Remove the tape and  the clear, see-through plastic shield  
 Start the eye drops. 

 YOU CAN NOT LEAVE THE HOSPITAL BY YOURSELF. 
Someone has to drive you to office and then home.  

 You will also be given cards for your records with the name and 
power of the lenses you’ve had implanted.  Make sure have them 
when you leave the hospital, as they are produced there and we do 
not have copies of the cards in the office.  
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At the Office (Same afternoon): Time:  

 A quick visit to measure the vision and pressure and an exam by Dr. 
Youssef, to make sure that you are okay.  

 Once you are at the office you’ll be given an appointment for ap-
proximately one week after the surgery. This 1 week visit will re-
quire your eyes be dilated; therefore you should have a driver 

 Do not drive the day of surgery.  
 Dr. Youssef  will assess your vision and will let you know if you are 

able to drive the day after surgery without glasses. 
The Evening After Surgery. 

 Small amounts of baby oil may remove the adhesive left behind by 
the surgical tape.  Be very careful not to get it in your eye. 

 Follow schedule of the drops.  You are not required to get up during 
the night to use the drops, only waking hours.  

 Patients having Bilateral Cataract surgery will receive a prescription 
for two sets of each drop. One set for the each eye separately. This is 
done for your own safety; in keeping one set for each eye you reduce 
the risk of infection due to cross contamination.  

 Put your shield back on before you go to bed.   You will wear your 
shield every night for one (1) week.  You do not have to wear your 
shield during the day.  You may need to pick up some surgical tape 
from the pharmacy. 

 If you have severe pain or loss of vision, call our  office
(6139339100) or go to the Emergency Room 

 Do not smoke or drink alcohol for at least 8hrs 
The week after the surgery: 

 Once you have your second eye done, please contact your optome-
trists office and arrange and appointment for their office to see you 6 
weeks after your surgery date  on the second eye.  

 Eyes should also remain covered with regular sunglasses when out-
side to prevent anything being blown into the eyes. 

 You may shower/wash hair the next day.  Be careful not to get wa-
ter/soap in eyes for one week. You may also cover the eyes with 
swimmers goggles to shower.  

 If applicable, do not do the warm compresses or wash operated eye, 
for one week.  You will need to continue your treatments on the 
other eye. 

 No eye/facial make-up for one week 
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The Month after the surgery: 

 If you did not choose to have your near vision corrected, you will  
require reading glasses. We recommend over the counter reading 
glasses during the healing process. Usually +2.00-+2.50 is the power 
needed, the lower the better.  

 If you had blended vision or Multifocal IOLs, there is an adaptation 
period to get used to the new vision system.  

Normal Post Operative Expectations  

 Generally speaking, you should be able to perform these activities 
within a few hours of your surgery: Computer work, Light TV 
watching, Showering or bathing 

 Your cataract surgery recovery should be complete in about a month, 
when your eye is completely healed.  

 Don't be alarmed if your vision seems cloudy, blurry or distorted 
after you first remove the eye shield. It can take some time to adjust. 

 You may see blurry & red/pink/blue for 1 – 2 days after surgery – 
This is normal, and expected.  

 Patients will often report seeing what resembles quarter moons or 
black blinders in the peripheral (corner or side) vision. This is per-
fectly normal.  

 The swelling of your eye is causing you to pick up extra 
light that creates the flickering quarter moons.  

 These flickers of light will most likely be present when you 
go from a dark to light area or vice versa.  

 These flickers should not be present when your eyes are 
closed. If they are present with the eyes closed, our office 
should be contacted as soon as possible.  

 The dark blinders are caused by the inflammation and what 
you’re seeing is the wound, which gets better with time. If 
this is caused by the lens edge, it would last longer but fi-
nally most of the patients would adapt and stop seeing it.  

 Patients will often report the sensation of grit or sand in the eyes, the 
feeling of an eyelash or stitch. There are no stitches in your eyes. 
The sensation is dryness caused by the surgery. Using the Artificial 
Tears four times a day should avoid/correct this feeling.  

 It was once believed that patients should not bend forward or lift 
heavy after having cataract surgery. We now feel that it is accept-
able. Bending to pick something up, ties your shoes those types of 
things should do you no harm.  Just be reasonable.  
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RISKS AND COMPLICATIONS 

The following is a list of SOME of the potential risks and complications 
of the proposed surgery.  It is impossible to include ALL such risks and 
complications, but these are either more SERIOUS or more frequent. 

 With any surgery there is always a risk of hemorrhage or infection.  
The risk is greater if you are on blood thinners (anticoagulants).  
Most often these events are not sight threatening.  In about one in a 
thousand cases there is a serious infection or hemorrhage which may 
threaten sight.  The risk of loss of the eye with cataract surgery is 
less than one in ten thousand. 

 If the eye is otherwise healthy the vision will be sufficient to drive or 
read 95–98% of the time after surgery.  In about 5% of patients the 
vision is no better or worse than it was before.  This may be due to 
pre-existing problems.  This cannot always be predicted before sur-
gery. 

 Additional surgery is required in less than 1% of patients and may 
include: 

 Retinal detachment repair.  This uncommon problem is 
seen slightly more often in very (myopic) nearsighted indi-
viduals 

 Wound repair or re-suture 
 Removal of cataract remnants 
 Corneal transplant 
 Removal or replacement of the intraocular lens is required 

in less than once in a thousand cases 
 Increased intraocular pressure (glaucoma) or inflammation occur 

occasionally, but are usually treatable with medication.  
 Your glasses prescription may or may not improve after surgery.  A 

basic lens implant can only focus at one distance; you will still re-
quire glasses for reading or distance or both.  A bifocal lens implant 
can focus at near, intermediate and distance; however, you may still 
require glasses for reading or distance or both. Before surgery you 
will have been tested with IOL Master to determine which strength 
of lens implant is right for your eye. Occasionally, the measurements 
are not perfectly accurate.  Your vision without glasses may not be 
as good as hoped and the glasses you require may be thicker than 
expected.  The eye takes several weeks to heal enough to allow for a 
stable eyeglass prescription. 

 The implant is supported inside the eye by a thin membrane, which 
may become cloudy with scar tissue over time. About 30% of pa-
tients eventually require a very minor (10 second) covered laser at 
the office treatment to clear the line of sight.  
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Time To Make A Decision! 

Please put a checkmark and your initials beside the option you choose.  
1. Surgery Centre Options 

 CORNWALL COMMUNITY HOSPITAL (CCH)  
 PREMIUM VISION SURGICAL CENTRES (PVSC)  

 
 
2. Surgical Technique Options 

 Traditional Cataract Surgery (TCS). 
 Femto-Laser Cataract Surgery (FLCS).  

 
3. Near Vision Options 

 Reading glasses.  
 Multifocal IOLs  
 Blended Vision 

 
4. Intra-Ocular Lens (IOL) Options 

 Traditional IOLs (Spherical) Covered by OHIP  
 Premium IOLs  (Aspheric) Not Covered By OHIP 

 TECNIS® PCB00  (Monofocal Aspheric) 
 TECNIS® Toric  ZCT (To correct Astigmatism) 
 TECNIS® Multifocal ZMB00 (For near correction) 
 TECNIS® Multifocal Toric ZMT (Both) 
 TECNIS® Symfony Extended Range IOL  
 TECNIS® Symfony Toric Extended Range IOL  

 
5.  Astigmatism Management Options, if you have one. 

 With corrective eyeglasses (to be worn ALL the time) 
 By moving the incision or by making two incisions, to flatten the 

astigmatism (LRI) 
 By implanting an astigmatism correcting lens implant, called a toric 

implant (Toric IOLs) 
 Femto-Laser  Assisted (LACS) to do the cataract and correct astig-

matism as procedure called Astigmatic Keratotomy (AK).  
 Laser Vision Correction (LASIK or PRK) after surgery if needed 
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Tobdradex   
4 Times per day for 2 weeks 

Then Stop 

Acuvail 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2 Times per day for 4 weeks 
1 Time per day for 1 week 

Then Stop 

Blink (Tear drops) As needed  
4 Times per day for 6 weeks 

PRESCRIPTION  
Rx (Double for Bilateral Surgery) 
1. Tobdradex ophthalmic solution gtt, Every 2 hours on the day of the 

surgery then 4 Times a day for the operated eye for 2 week  
2. ACUVAIL® (ketorolac tromethamine) Ophthalmic Solution 0.45%  

Every 2 hours on the day of the surgery then BID for 4 Weeks then 
QD for 1 week 

3. Blink gtt. 4 Times a day PRN for irritation (Repeat as required). 
4. If needed over the counter reading glasses +2.00 or +2.50 if required  

Dr. Tarek Youssef MD FRCS 
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Day Breakfast Lunch Dinner Bedtime 
0 Thursday Every 2 hours until you sleep 

1 Friday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 

2 Saturday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 

3 Sunday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
4 Monday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
5 Tuesday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
6 Wednesday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
7 Thursday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
8 Friday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 

9 Saturday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
10 Sunday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
11 Monday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
12 Tuesday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
13 Wednesday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
14 Thursday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
15 Friday Acuvail STOP STOP Acuvail 

16 Saturday Acuvail Acuvail 
17 Sunday Acuvail Acuvail 
18 Monday Acuvail Acuvail 
19 Tuesday Acuvail Acuvail 
20 Wednesday Acuvail Acuvail 
21 Thursday Acuvail Acuvail 

22 Friday Acuvail Acuvail 
23 Saturday Acuvail Acuvail 
24 Sunday Acuvail Acuvail 
25 Monday Acuvail Acuvail 
26 Tuesday Acuvail Acuvail 
27 Wednesday Acuvail Acuvail 
28 Thursday Acuvail Acuvail 

29 Friday Acuvail STOP 
30 Saturday Acuvail 
31 Sunday Acuvail 
32 Monday Acuvail 
33 Tuesday Acuvail 

34 Wednesday Acuvail 
35 Thursday STOP

Right Eye Drops Schedule 

Use Artificial Tears as needed as frequently as needed and as long as needed  
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Day Breakfast Lunch Dinner Bedtime 
0 Thursday Every 2 hours until you sleep 

1 Friday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 

2 Saturday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 

3 Sunday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
4 Monday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
5 Tuesday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
6 Wednesday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
7 Thursday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
8 Friday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 

9 Saturday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
10 Sunday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
11 Monday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
12 Tuesday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
13 Wednesday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
14 Thursday Tobradex / Acuvail Tobradex Tobradex Tobradex / Acuvail 
15 Friday Acuvail STOP STOP Acuvail 

16 Saturday Acuvail  Acuvail 
17 Sunday Acuvail  Acuvail 
18 Monday Acuvail  Acuvail 
19 Tuesday Acuvail  Acuvail 
20 Wednesday Acuvail  Acuvail 
21 Thursday Acuvail  Acuvail 

22 Friday Acuvail  Acuvail 
23 Saturday Acuvail  Acuvail 
24 Sunday Acuvail  Acuvail 
25 Monday Acuvail  Acuvail 
26 Tuesday Acuvail  Acuvail 
27 Wednesday Acuvail  Acuvail 
28 Thursday Acuvail  Acuvail 

29 Friday Acuvail  STOP 
30 Saturday Acuvail  
31 Sunday Acuvail  
32 Monday Acuvail  
33 Tuesday Acuvail  

34 Wednesday Acuvail  
35 Thursday STOP  

Left Eye Drops Schedule 

Use Artificial Tears as needed as frequently as needed and as long as needed  



Phone: +1(613)933-9100 

Fax:+1(613)933-9990.  

E-mail:PremiumVisionSC@outlook.com 

Eye Physician and Surgeon,  

Cornwall Community Hospital and  

Premium Vision Surgical Centres 

127 SYDNEY ST CORNWALL ON K6H 3H1  

www.PremiumVisionSC.com 

DR.  TAREK YOUSSEF MD FRCS 

 

 

Important Dates: Booked Date Notes 

First Assessment    

Right Eye Surgery   

Left Eye Surgery   

1 Week Follow up   

5 Weeks Follow up   

   

   


